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I-ROV.-PROSPEOTING ,  PERMIT NO. 9. 

GEOLOGICAL REPORT 

The total extent of the Permit is divided, into two main -areas, 
one in Township 6, Range 4, WeSt 5th Mor0 and the other in 
Township 8, Range 5, West of the 5th Mer0 with a narrown strip 
ranging north & south in Townships 8 & 9 Range 4, West 5th Mer0 
All of these araas,were covered by Airborne Magnetometer Survey 

it being estimated that at least 300 line miles of flight were 
flown for this Perthit. The results of the magnetometer survey 
were not considered, promising enough to warrant drilling. Ground 
crews under the direction of engineers and prospectors failed to 
locate any extensive outcrops and a lot of time an1 labor was 
expended in brushoutting, making trails, and cutting trenches..  

With regard to the area in Tp06-4-5 our.-geoiogist'reports 
August 195-6. This area do-es not seem to warrant further investi-
gation at present0Some very minor beds of ore have been found, 
these are so poor that they cannot be considered commercial. 
However, the area south of the Carbondale river should be examined, 
(our permit area lies to the north). La4N of roads, the extent 
of the area and the lack of water have made prospecting difficult, 
slow and expensive.  

The area in Township 8...5-5 was also explored by e-u- prospectors 
and the high spots shown on the aerial magnetometer survey were 
gone over by our- ground crews This is a very rugged country and 
at the present time it was considered that the showings did not 
warrant the further expense of bringing in drill crews and equipment. 

All areas of this permit were again checked for outcrops by 
cross-country helicopter survey last spring, no deposits were 
sighted which were considered good enough to warrant further 
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